
Transport
3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

Traffic Reduction - More cyclists

Cyclists paths

Cycle Lanes

Cyclists need to be more conscientious about their behaviour on roads and pavements

Provision of  cycle lanes out of Selsey

Few cycle lanes in places  needed

Cycle paths need to be identified and a link created to the cycle path at RSPB Pagham Harbour

maybe paths the other side of fields away from cars

cycle route to Chichester

cycle route in and out of Selsey

3b - I would answer yes to car park charging if money was to be put towards sea defences

3f - use the buses regularly now - no further comment necessary.    Again widening of road on the approaches to town

Cycle lane and path from Selsey to Ferry Corner

a central cycle park which is safe and in full view where you can lock a cycle securely perhaps this would encourage more 
people both residents and holiday makers to leave the car at home. Suggest on wide pavement at Wiseman's or on ground 
outside Riviera

better cyclist control and attention

dedicated cycle lanes / paths and provision of cycle parking bay in High Street

cycle lane needed on B2145

cycle path to Chichester

most cyclists ride on the pavements and this is dangerous in morning when walking to school

dedicated cycle path - Selsey to Chichester

more cycle paths. Cycle path to Chichester and Witterings

3b - don't you think us motorists pay enough already.   3d - more shelters needed.   3h - continuous path needed Selsey to 
Chichester

some roads are too narrow and unlit

cycle paths - cycle racks

better road conditions - no holes

cycle paths

cycle paths etc

cycle lanes outside town

cycle paths and stop people riding on public paths
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

cycle paths should be in place, as a lot of retires people use the roads and are unsafe

bus shelters are regularly vandalised

cycle path to Chichester

marked cycle lanes

preferably cycle lanes

Potholes on edges of roads dreadful hazard. No cycle routes any where

pot holes in roads need filling.  No cycle routes

cycle paths

proper cycle route to farm shop and Pagham RSPB reserve

A few more bike parks other than leaning against walls or shops. Some sort of cycle path between Selsey and Chichester 
would be great

more cycle routes

If one uses the shelter at East Beach going into village too far from stop and you miss the bus. No shelter for going out of 
Selsey

more lights and bells in use on bikes and lighter coloured clothing

Off road cycle way Selsey to Ferry to join up with cycle way to Chichester

I cycle regularly from Selsey to Bracklesham (to keep fit). I have had some near misses (collision) specially with articulated 
lorries. The road is a death trap for cyclists, as well as well as other drivers who drive carefully

cycle lanes needed

I live in Canadian Cres and have to walk to Lifeboat Station and get bus in Kinsgway to get to Chichester or village

more cycle paths needed

need safe cycle pass / route to Chichester to enable people to commute safely on bike

more cycle racks should be provided

3a - East Street car park always full;  3c - no Sunday pm service only 1 per hour evening; 3d - already use; 3f - require better
buses with more legroom; 3i - cycle path out of Selsey. B2145 too narrow and dangerous

do something about parking in High Street

more cycle paths

more places to lock up your bike

there a lot of grass verges

more lock up points in shop areas

cycle lanes

3a - there are too many cars; 3e -very good; 3i - proper cycle lanes for them and disabled scooters to use

more cycle friendly policy at school

more cycle paths and ideally a through cycle rout to Chichester
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

introduction of cycle lanes where possible, a great deal of children and older people use bikes.

dangerous hold traffic up on B2145

better maintained roads - potholes filled in

more sites where they can park their bicycles of which there are very few. No indication where they cannot cycle

bike parking units in a few places - near shops and Town hall

enforce strict control on using the road and not High Street foot paths

more racks

3e - very good.  3f - do use regularly and am very satisfied.  3i - Selsey is such a small town cycling is safe if they cycle 
safely. As is using a mobility scooter if driven carefully

cycle tracks are required

we need more cycle paths for people to get to and from centre of town

widen roads to allow for bike lane

not being a cyclist I have no definite views

safe cycle routes to schools. Routes to Bracklesham, Sidlesham, Witterings and Chichester

too many narrow roads with cars parked on them

cycle road only

need cycle paths

cycle paths

Cycle tracks

cycle lanes

they should obey the laws:- not ride on paths / Have lights / etc

a cycle track (off road) from Selsey to Chichester

more direct access to Chichester

cycle paths off the main roads

improve the roads to many potholes

High Street could have a small lane for bikes. On Selsey Road perhaps old tram lane could be used (if found)

would like bikers to have a bell on handlebars and use when near elderly persons

3b - a nominal fee

cycle lanes

cycle paths provided - it might stop cyclist using the foot paths

3a - but they should use traffic wardens against offenders. 3c - retired. 3d - except when the yobs keep smashing them.  3i - it
is difficult in Selsey High Street, but most of the other roads are adequate

time limit on free parking. Commercial vehicles restricted to parking in Hillfield car park
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

cycle path. Not many bike paths

more cycle paths, drivers overtake in dangerous places

they are a menace on the roads

As 2f. Daughter has been forced off road twice by lorries, once at East Beach and once at Manor Road roundabout. She was 
hurt once and the other time bike was damaged. Both times drivers did not know they had done it

a safe bicycle route to Chichester and Bracklesham and Witterings

cycle lanes

cycle paths

3b - sufficient parking places available if people are prepared to walk a short distance so no need for charging other than 
fines for illegal parking (e.g. in High Street)

3f - more likely if fares were  cheaper

for the size of Selsey the facilities for cyclists are ok

a safe cycle route from Golf Links Lane to join the cycle rout to Chichester

bus shelters in Merryfield Drive would be an added benefit

Road improvements

safe cycle paths - dangerous roads too many holes

I suspect the roads are mostly too narrow for cycle lanes. But why does it stop going into Manor Road

This is a difficult one. There isn’t much space for cycle lanes, and the powered wheel chairs take risks on busy roads. I don’t
have an answer

link the safe path to Sidlesham

Cycle path to the ferry and Pagham car park

more cycle lane facilities

keep them off the pavements

Mostly the situation is good but some facility on the High Street and Hillfield Road would help safety

more secure parking for bikes

cycle tracks would be useful. Wardens stop cycling on footpaths but also it is dangerous on road with speed of cars and vans 
when cycling

cycle paths

Move bike stores by bus stops. The Chichester cycle track needs completing

more cycle paths

anything to keep them off footways and paths

fast track to Chichester away from traffic like lorries / cars

lots more cycle paths which I understand would be a problem on our narrow roads

Cycle racks by shops to lock your bike to in the High Street
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

cycle lanes

not enough cycle parks at shops

Provision should be made for cycle paths

proper safe cycle paths badly needed

cycle path Selsey to Chichester

must introduce dedicated cycle paths as roads too busy now to accommodate cyclists safely

a cycle rout put in all the way from Selsey to Chichester

cycle way to Chichester

3b - beach ones could generate an income for improvements. 3e- excellent 3f - its fares and drop kerb buses that will 
encourage. 3i - a number of roads are limited to provision of cycle paths

more parking in the main shopping areas

cycle paths where possible

a lane for cyclists only

I am not now a cyclist but have observed that a cycle path out of Selsey was covered in cinders instead of asphalt. It was so 
poor that cyclists still cycle in the road

cycle lane and bike locking facilities / areas

designated cycle lane especially Manor Road

a cycle / walk path to Chichester

widen road to accommodate cyclists

more policing of bikes without lights and on footpaths

people are put off using a cycle because of speed of cars within Selsey, its become dangerous

more cycle tracks

better cycle lanes to protect them from traffic

cycle lanes and specific tracks

clearly signed safe cycle routes - especially to Chichester from Selsey and to Witterings

we don’t feel safe on main road - where is the cycle track in Selsey

no cycling lanes

cycle lane from Selsey to Chi and Witterings

not adequate for cyclists. Need more paths of safety to cycle

make it easier to leave Selsey by cycle

more car parking

cycle tracks enabling access to Sidlesham and beyond

cycling lanes would be great
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

there are no indication on East Beach promenade re cyclist, however sanity prevails - and it works. But there is the odd 
lunatic who goes thru at high speed.

more designated cycle paths

wider pavements or cycle paths

more bike racks. Why are there none outside the doctors? Mend all the holes in the roads

but they need to learn road sense

cycle path to Chi

cycle route out of Selsey, along the sea front

more cycle paths

A new B2145 with cycle lanes

I'm not a cyclists but there seems to be very little provision for cyclists, except for the short track up to Budgens

cycle lanes

more places to leave your bike in the High Street to which we can chain our bikes to

shared pavement use for cyclists on B2145

if speed limit was reduced cycling would be safer also pot holes filled in

link Selsey to the Salterns City and cycle route from Sidlesham

they ride on the pavements in the side roads, why not provide a cycle lane where possible

cycle paths

more cycle paths, and cycle only route to Chi

generally as good as most areas, apart from London, but shared use of footpaths should be authorised - provided due 
consideration to walkers

a 20mph limit would be good

would like to see more cycle paths

cycle lanes

cycle lanes needed

cycle tracks and paths

cycle racks outside supermarkets

cyclists racks in High Street, cycle lane

more cycle paths

cycle path along B2145

a proper cycle track to Chichester. Maybe use the old tram route, or part of . Road surface to be made good and free of 
potholes and bad grid surrounds

more cycle racks required
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

more cycle tracks would stop them using pathways

because they would not use them

there ought to be a cycle track out of Selsey

cycle pat around Selsey and all the way to Chichester

more tracks

cycle track

more cycle paths and safer lanes out of Selsey for cyclists

when is the cycle route to Chichester going to be completed? Is the final stage into Selsey ever going to actually happen?

cycle route from Selsey

cycle lanes to be introduced in Selsey where the width of the roads permit

more places to lock cycles

cycle lanes

surface the roads not chippings

cycling paths. That would mean much wider roads. In some places the B2145 does not even have a footpath on each side

we need more places in High Street to leave and lock parked cycles

no more cycling on pavements - again use police enforcement

too much. Free pavement cycling - red lights do not apply

cycle lanes on B2145

cycle lanes and space at school for bikes

no cycle paths

cycle paths

cycle lane from Selsey to Pagham Nature Reserve

cyclists should be encouraged to use pavements on B2145. At present they create long queues waiting to overtake

designated safe cycle routs for pupils and students at the towns schools so cycling to and from school is a safe option. More 
cycle racks around town and generally all efforts made to promote cycling - to give it priority over traffic where possible.

cyclist lanes

a daily bus to the doctors and library. Proper bus service

sings to alert drivers about cyclists as in Chichester 'THINK BIKE'

cycle path along side B2145 to Chichester. Road is not wide enough to pass cyclists safely. Cause of congestion

a cycling lane where possible

cycle lane out of Selsey

cycle path Selsey to Chichester long overdue
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

there should be cycle paths on every road

provide cycle paths to make it safe for my children who love to cycle.

mend pot holes and road near to the kerb and gutters

very difficult as the roads are too narrow for cycle lanes

cycle route all the way to Chichester

I would love a cycle track all the way to Chichester not on main road or to at least connect to the canal path at Hunston

not in some places

cycle paths

cyclists pathways

cycle lanes and cycle tracks to Chi

cycle ways instead of riding on path ways

cycle lanes

more cycle lanes

more cycle routes. Inadequate places to chain bike

main road too narrow by old cinema

I'm not a cyclist (sorry that’s a nit picked answer)

a safe and segregated cycle way is needed for Selsey to Chichester commuting

dedicated cycle lanes

lanes

road surfaces are poor, also cycle paths few and far between

a cycle path with possibility of buggies using as well separate to cars and lorries

too many cars parked on green belts. Road widening might work or curtisils cut in to home fronts

I feel very unsafe on my bike around Selsey. Maybe some cycle lanes would be nice although I appreciate there isn't much 
room for them

a cycleway into Chichester for people who want to cycle

curb on speed of cars etc and improvement of roads

cycle paths

cyclists are a hazard. They have no lights and seem to be above the law

only road surface improvements - Main Road B2145 outward not safe (?road widening)

no cycle round country side would be a good attraction

specified cycle lanes in Selsey and to other areas (Witterings - Chichester etc)

cycle lanes
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

facility to stop cyclists riding on pavement

cycle lanes and dedicated routes especially to schools

better road surface, more bike parking areas, more cycle ways

more cycle paths

where pavements are more widely used by pedestrians they could be upgraded for dual use i.e. walkers and cyclists

we need a safe path out of Selsey. Please don’t consider a narrow strip along the road. Not safe

do away with grass verges as this could make way for cyclists

cycle paths

need more cycle racks at the supermarkets

more paths

more cycle routes where possible

restricted car parking on roads to enable cyclists to keep by kerb

difficult to improve.

cycle path to Chichester

more cycle paths

a much better cycle network around Selsey and into Chi

more cycle lanes safer on the road

more cycle paths

do not cycle

why no answer itself. Can’t answer bus question - don’t use it

keep cyclist going fast on paths

dedicated cycleway to Chichester

educating other road users

cyclists cant be adequate

I am not a cyclist but if the amount of times I have to get off the pavement to make way for cyclists counts then cyclists  
need more cycle ways

cycle lane and paths

difficult to suggest improvements as B2145 is unsafe to cycle anywhere

there should be more cycle lanes on major routes, especially the B road

more cycle lanes

more cycle lanes

no cycling on pavements to be enforced
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

cycle paths - not to have to use footpath

better road surfaces (no holes). More places to leave locked safely by shops etc

cycle path out of town

ride on the pavement

it is a death trap riding through the village with all the lorries and cars. They have no regards for cyclists at all.

as previous no parking on High Street

cycle route to Chichester - tramline? Pot holes filled in (Lewis Road) a slope at the end of our very useful cycle path to 
school lane

cycle path to Chichester

cycle lane into Selsey from Chichester, and more control on parking

cycle lanes - cycles only pathways, ban traffic from High Street, only allow walking - cycles

roads are too narrow for cycle paths so not sure what you could do

provision of designated tracks for cyclists to protect pedestrians from increasing danger from cyclists on pavements. Clamp 
down on adults as well as children who ignore red lights

cycle lanes

cycle lanes

perhaps have cycle paths along the Selsey / Chichester road

fill in potholes

cycle ways on main roads

more cycling paths - to stop pavement being dangerously used

we require cycle routes, these are needed especially for children going to school

allow cyclists to use the footpaths with a marked yellow line restriction next to the road

drivers limited to 20mph and signage advising motorist cycles exist

cycle lanes

lane for cycling

its getting pretty unsafe now there is more traffic - Lorries etc

would like see more cycle ways, but our roads are so narrow, but some ways may be found

smoother road surfaces for bikes

more cycle paths, barriers at end of footpaths where children and bikes run into the road

would like to see cycle path instead of pavements being used by older people

like to see cycle path

more cycle paths

more cycle paths - roads too dangerous
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

the whole Selsey  to Chichester cycle way to be completed. The most dangerous stretch of road not yet completed

more lanes for cyclists

better roads

more cycle tracks to keep them off footpaths + night check for lights

provisions improved to keep them off public footpaths

cycle path to Chichester

no cyclists on pavements. Enforce lights on cycles at night

cycle lanes so children can cycle to school

roads widened to incorporate cycle lanes

a wider path so they could use them as well as pedstrians

a cycle path all the way to Chi

more cycle paths. More lock-up points for cycles outside shops

invest in more cycle routes so we don’t have to use cars

to create a cycle path to Chichester

the cycle route from Selsey to Chi completed

cycle paths are needed, because the roads are in need of repair and motorist have no consideration for cyclists

cycle lanes

more cycle racks. Cycle path through the croat footpath as West St is dangerous for cyclists

a cycle path is needed for all the main areas of Selsey especially to schools

cycle lane

cycle path

road surfaces . Edges dangerous

remove all potholes and trenches not reinstated properly

cycle lane

cycle lanes

more cycle paths

safe cycle routes

more cycle lanes

lanes on main roads also path to Chichester

no cycle lanes

cyclists cated for within Selsey but an improved cycleway to Chichester and other areas would be an asset
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

stop or change for parking in the High Street. If buses used a circular route, you would only need half the bus stops and half 
the shelters.

more cycle paths and cycle rout to Chichester

path shoul dbe placed around edge of town and across town. Cycle path is essential from Selsey to cycle track (88) to 
Chichester

needs a cycle path to Chichester

cycle lanes

cycle way from Selsey to Pagham

more paths

cycle track needed from town to track 88

cycle path to Chichester

cycle lanes

would like to see cycle ways

more cycle tracks

there are back routes but some roads are a bit dangerous - more cycle paths

cycle lane to Chi

a cycle lane

cycle path through to Hunston

cycle path to Chichester

more cycle routes

what happened to cycle path to Chichester

potholes repaired

cycle lanes - more awareness of cyclists - signs

would love to see cycle path to Chichester completed

there are not enough cycle paths

more places to lock up your bike

roads repaired potholes everywhere, cars parked where they like in High Street, this all maeks cycling even more dangerous

Improvements to road surfacing. East St / Albion Rd is another particularly bad route. Also, a safe, pleasant and reasonably 
direct cycle rout into Chichester is long overdue.

Pot holes in roads filled. Cycle path that talked about

parking for bikes in village. Cycle routes for young children

less motorists in the High St. perhaps a one-way system

complete a cycleway from Chichester to Selsey
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

bus shelter life boat - East Beach

bicycle racks with locks.

lessons on how to ride on a public road instead of the pavements

cyclists stopped riding on pavements. Cars stopped parking on pavements

cycle tracks on B2145

cycleways and parking

CYCLE PATHS

more stands to secure bike to whilst shopping

cycle lanes would be a good idea - but where and how you would locate them I have no idea

cycle path from Selsey to Chichester required

smoother roads with no potholes or deep set drains please

cycle lanes

too many cyclists use pavements - dangerous to pedestrians

dedicated tracks and stop incompetent riders who are too old and a danger to themselves and everyone else

although I look forward to cycle route to Chichester

it would be ideal to have a cycle lane

more cycle tracks

cycle paths , bike racks

make them keep to the roads

improve pavements and separate pedestrians, cyclists, buggies and prams from each other

Perhaps more cycle bars could be placed around town

cycle track especially along to Bracklesham Bay and Sidlesham

Pity they use the pavements. Cyclists should be kept off pavements and also cars and buggies as pavements are too narrow

cycling lanes where possible

cycle path around the town would be good - also one to Chichester

stop people riding bikes on pavements ie East Beach, High Street. Lets see the law enforced

cycle route to Ferry would be nice

cycle lane to Chichester. Paddock Lane very dangerous for cyclists.

far to many potholes and lumpy roads

there needs to be more cycle lanes

cycle lanes. Also cycle route from Selsey to Chichester and cycle paths all over peninsula - West Wittering and Bracklesham
etc
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

widening the footpaths to allow for a cycle lane

bike racks in village

more cycle paths, slower traffic and enforcement

dedicated cycle paths and speedy connection to out of village path

more dedicated cycleways (not green lanes on existing roads)

better cycle route in and around Selsey

off road cycle lanes a must

work to get cycle path off road - Selsey to Pagham Nature Reserve

regarding cyclists in Selsey should be made to have bells fitted on their bikes to alert. Stop the use of cyclists using 
pavements in Selsey

plenty of potholes for them / lights . Bells on bikes should be law

very strict adherence to not parking on double yellow lines

cycle lane on B2145

cyclists be made to have lights and bells at night

cycle lanes. Budgens traffic lights a nightmare on a bike not enough time to negotiate them. Cars cutting cyclists up in and 
out of the place.

need cycle path up to Chichester

we need more cycle racks and paths

plenty of parking racks near the shops

cycle paths

cycle route to Chichester from Selsey

cycle racks in town, more cycle routes (esp. to join Bill Way at Sidlesham and across to Bracklesham / Witterings

more bike lanes to Chi

certainly more cycle routes, wider ones

cycle lanes

complete cycle path to Chichester

more cycle lanes on roads

more paths for cyclists

because they could build a cycle path to make it safer for them

more cycle paths

more bigger paths

we are made to cycle on paths

more cycle lanes
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

more cycle roads

more cycle paths

more cycle paths

more cycle paths. Bigger roads

more awareness from drivers

more cycle lanes

more cycle stands - should be path - pedestrian / cyclist from Norton to Ferry

cycle lanes on main roads

we badly need to complete the cycle path link from Selsey to the Nature Reserve

more cycle paths especially on the B2145

cycle paths

wider road surface to give more room

more cycle paths

unfortunately there is nowhere to build a cycle track in Selsey. You could off road to Chichester by building underpasses the 
cost would be extravigant

cycle paths or maked areas on roads for bikes

keep cycles off pavements

safe place to park bikes, and repairs to road holes so you don’t get thrown off

B2145 too dangerous for cyclists. Heard there was a new cycle route but don’t know where it is

bike lanes or routes

the roads layout are ok, but a 20 mph speed limit would make cycling safer

better cycle facilities - might deter cyclist riding  dangerously on pavements

places to lock bikes. I would like to see police and wardens stopping people of all ages riding on pavements and confiscating
all bikes without lights

more cycle racks. More enforcement of lights on bikes, not riding on pavements or ignoring crossing lights

too many potholes in roads for cyclists. Congestion in High Street very bad. Expecially parking on double yellow lines in 
summer

more cycle lanes

cycleway Chichester - Selsey

cycle ways where possible

a cyclepath to Chichester

It would be good to get this cycle path to Chichester sorted

more cycle paths needed
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3i - if you answered no, please suggest improvements you would like to see.

Improve road surfaces, provide cycle racks. New cycle route open, but no signs on B2145 to tell you where it starts (ferry)

cycle lanes required throughout Selsey and to join up with the cycle network

not enough cycle stands to lock cycle to

cycle route from Chichester to Centre of Selsey

cycle lanes obviously

more cycle paths

a sign posted cycle route around Selsey to enter town at the cycle parking areas

sysfe cycle path to Chichester. More places to park a bike securely, especially at the shops

motorists often tot at us cyclist as they see us as a nuisance due to not many cycle paths

several small areas with facilities for locking bikes

paved cycle tracks

more cycle stands and kerb side pot holes repaired

Selsey link to Chichester. Pavement or cycle lane B2145

They should be banned from High Street paths

very difficult. Is there a completely safe route to Chichester from Selsey? Daren't ride bike on B2145

more cycle stands

cycle lanes

safer routes to be made available - cycle lanes

poor road surfaces close to kerbs, dangerous. More bike racks in village and Budgens

more places where you can chain up bikes
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